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Small Black Box...

a Monthly performance space at

Metro Arts, 109 Edward St.,

Brisbane to foster a community

(both artists and audience)

dedicated to experimental

music and sound art in Brisbane,

Australia.

The opportunity for local and interstate artists to fulfil

experimental music performances and sound art

installations in the inspiration driving Small Black Box.

Artists are freed to concentrate on their work and have

it scheduled into into a rapidly evolving year program

that attracts Brisbane audiences.

Intimate audiencesare supporting present skirmishes

with sound art and experimental music performances

sporadically attacking the entertainment scene; with a

monthly medication Small Black Box aims to develop,

refine and widen the tastes and education of the

audience. With support from sponsors (Arts Qld, 4ZZZ,

Qmusic, SBS Alchemy & MetroArts), ticket sales and

volunteers, the budget for Small Black Box is modest,

an emphasis is on local artists performances as a cultural

exchange of ideas with local talent. Promotion is

approached innovatively by reinforcing flyers and

posters with emails and newsgroups, aus_noise,

enhancing the word of mouth support that drives the

awareness of new music performances in Brisbane.

Subscribe to the newsletter to get monthly reminders

to the next performance and artists biographies.

Small Black Box, as a performance space is a pivotal

location for new music in Brisbane. Associated with

the events will be a regular stall of recorded works by

artists.

Scott Sinclair is Caretaker Curator while Andrew Kettle

is on leave.

production team

Scott Sinclair -

Caretaker Curator
Experimental musician

working in both

electronic and

i n s t r u m e n t - b a s e d

projects in Brisbane since

2000. Performance

highlights include Can of

Worms 2001; Electro-Communion 2002; Small Black

Box 2001/2002; Sound Summit 2002; Melbourne

Fringe Festival 2002; and performances with groups

pH3, Ocean of Air, and Flew Creeking. His sound

works have received airplay throughout the country

on ABC Classic FM, RTRFM, 3CCCFM and 4ZZZFM.

In 2002, Scott has been involved in organising a

number of experimental-related events at the Pink

Palace in Herston with Odyssey Creative

Productions.

Greg Jenkins -

Assistant Curator
Greg lectures in sound

media at the Creative

Industries Faculty at the

Queensland University of

Technology and has also

been artistic director of the performance ensemble

Simulation.  He curated the concert programme of

the Australasian Computer Music Association 2000

conference and has also worked on a number of

film score projects.  Most notable of these was co-

writing the score for the short film STOP which

gained international recognition at the 2000 Cannes

Film Festival. endoPHONIC is Greg’s main musical

vehicle and is a collaboration with like minded

composer Richard Wilding. Using elements like

electronic transformations of acoustic sound sources

and real-time software synthesis, endoPHONIC use

the vocabulary of musique concrete to navigate a

course through contemporary non-dance oriented

electronica.

David Loose -

Audio Engineer
David Loose has been

working around the fringes of

Brisbane’s music scene for

the past four years.  He has

been working at his home

studio since 1997, and

completed a Cert. IV course

in Contemporary Music/

Sound Engineering in 2000.

Since then, he has worked in

various fields, including

lighting (both corporate and rock), camera (for Big Brother)

and tech on a travelling theatre show, (audio and lighting)

as well as continuing to work on his own music, which

continues to get nation wide air play.  He has also assisted

in the recording of local acts, done remix work and worked

in radio, including making recordings for SBS’s Alchemy and

producing 4zzz broadcasts.



Paul Abad
Paul Abad is a brisbane based composer. He

began writing electronic music in 1999 and

was signed to sydney label Zonar Recordings

later that year. His focus lies in

experimentation with software sound

processing, ranging from processed field

recordings to experimental electronica and

organic soundscapes, and any possible

fusions/permutations of these approaches.

To date Paul has released a full length album

‘Macro::Patterns’, several compilation

tracks, and is completing his second full

length album at present titled

‘static::dynamic’. He has also remixed

artists such as Alan Nguyen, Zen Paradox,

Dick Nasty and Nam shub of Enki. For Small

Black Box, Paul will perform a soundscape/

field recording based set utilising real time

resynthesis techniques on a collection of

recorded, generated and sampled sounds.

artist biographiesannouncements

FABRIQUE RETURNS IN
2003

Fabrique 0.7
DJ/ rupture (Tigerbeat 6, theAgriculture, soot)

EP
Puzahki (CD Launch)

Brisbane Powerhouse Spark Bar
Saturday Jan 25

10pm
FREE

Fabrique 0.8
Andrew Pekler (~scape)

Steve Alexander (RINZEN)

Brisbane Powerhouse, Spark Bar
Saturday Feb 22

10pm sharp
FREE

The Authors of material are alone

responsible for the opinions expressed

therein. This program is published by Scott

Sinclair for Small Black Box by grant

assistance from Arts Queensland. All

communication should be addressed to:

email: scott@cybermarket.com.au

mobile: 0412 543 104

SMALL BLACK BOX

PROPOSALS 2003

Submissions are now open for Small Black Box

performances in 2003. As Brisbane’s only regular

performance space dedicated to experimental

music, Small Black Box offers a unique opportunity

for artists to realise their most extreme and

challenging sound works in front of a receptive

audience.

Small Black Box exists to showcase ‘established’

and interstate acts as well as supporting

‘emerging’ local talent. Small Black Box actively

seeks (but is not limited to) works in:

experimental electronics; improvised

instrumentation; electro-acoustics; installation

art; audio/visual presentation; instrument

building; experimental composition.

To send your proposal visit

www.smallblackbox.com.au
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MEMORY EFFECT

A generative canon for up to 10 PCs
By Toy Satellite and presented by Andrew Garton &

Justina Curtis

Memory Effect is derived from Global Positioning System data

and anecdotal sound and image references defining movement

within what could be termed as scalable memory.

Memory Effect is a generative composition in up to ten, five

minute movements. Each movement is comprised of three

synthesised voices. Each voice is derived from a tone generator,

particle synthesiser (granulator) and tap-step delay.

Each iteration of a single movement is defined by the GPS

coordinates of the location that movement was conceived in.

For example, Memory Effect 002 S27°31.479'

E153°06.672', the 2nd movement in the series was composed

at a specific location Brisbane as defined by the coordinates

in the title.

Accompanying the composition is a video work entitled, Rot

Emulsion. Created from several reels of found 35mm feature

film footage, Rot Emulsion depicts film in various degrees of

degradation. Each reel had been exposed to rain, heat, street

grime and other unknown environmental conditions.

Rot Emulsion was constructed by hand-feeding each reel,

fragment by fragment, piece by piece, into a Moviola, a 1940-

1950 35mm non-linear editing machine, a video camera mounted

above the frosted-glass viewer capturing each eroded frame.

Fragmented faces, vehicles and buildings appear as ghost

memories in amongst the weather damaged emulsion.

Background to Memory Effect

Memory Effect is a GPS.dev project. GPS.dev is a Toy Satellite

software development project exploring 3D representation of

Global Positioning System data, as well as the use of this

information to map personal narratives, both visual and aural.

Memory Effect 001 was commissioned for the opening of

Iteration 2, the second international conference on generative

systems in the electronic arts, Monash University, 2001.

Memory Effect 002 was commissioned for the international

streaming project, Devolve Into, supported by Western Front,

Kunstradio ORF, and Bayerischer Rundfunk.

Rot Emulsion was originally produced for the Toy Satellite

installation, Tat Fat Size Temple, commissioned by ORF/

KunstRadio for Sound Drifting, Ars Electronica, 1999.

Credits
Sound/programming: Andrew Garton

GPS research: Justina Curtis

Video: Andrew Thomas, Andrew Garton

Acknowledgments
This project would not be possible without generative software

sponsored by SSEYO Ltd, UK.

Video projectors generously provided by the Department of

Creative Industries, Queensland Univeristy of Technology.

Special thanks to all who have supported this project by way

of computers and technical assistance.
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of identity and embodiment that are situated in the everyday

world through sites of musical practice (Herman 1998 p. 19).

In this era of fragmentation, the mainstream monolith is less

impenetrable and boundaries shift through different media

forms and the circulation of commodities (Stahl 1999 p. 15).

Many Noise artists crossover into ‘sound art’ (a conventional

path) performing in bigger more conventional art spaces.  Many

artists continue on trajectories which cross over into different

media - a number of Brisbane Noise artists have composed

soundtracks (Andrew Kettle, Greg Jenkins).  Brisbane Noise

will continue to be a vibrant micro-culture - it is based on a

different system of organization where people have fun and

critique ‘the system’ through the Noise aesthetic and a cultural

infrastructure which emphasizes collaboration and DIY culture.

Like-minded individuals will continue to come together, and

jam or improvise like tonight to illustrate that music-making is

an activity, first and foremost an activity with strong social

and cultural connections which are expressed through the

music, or in this case, Noise.
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About Toy Satellite
Toy Satellite, established in

1995, is an artists run

multidisciplinary production

house producing original and

collaborative works for the

web, radio, theatre and film.

About Andrew Garton
Andrew Garton is a sound/

radio and hybrid media artist.

His sound pieces have been

commissioned and broadcast

by KunstRadio (ORF, Austria), the Listening Room,

ABC Classic FM and rebroadcast on Radio 4,

Netherlands. His new media work has been

supported by the Australian Film Commission, ABC

Online, Ars Electronica, Melbourne Fringe Festival,

Multimedia Arts Asia Pacific, Melbourne

International Film Festival, Taipei International Arts

Festival.

Andrew is co-founder of Toy

Satellite and Secession

Records and was active in the

formation of Australia’s

earliest public internet

provider, Pegasus Networks.

He has performed with the

Electro Pathological Consort,

the International Theremin

Ensemble and is writer and

director of the screaming choir, Fierce Throat. He

releases under the names Lost Time Accident and

Dark Ambient Operators. He graduated in 2000 with

an MA in Animation and Interactive Media at RMIT

University, Melbourne, Australia.

About Justina Curtis
Justina is a co-founder and

Director of Toy Satellite,

working with the Association

for Progressive

Communication Women’s

Networking Support

Program through

C o m m u n i t y

Communications Online (c2o) in Australia and Asian

Women’s Resource Exchange regionally. She is also

Web Standards Coordinator at the Department of

Learning Services, RMIT University.

Her work is focused around public access to Internet

and communication technologies. She is co-author

and co-coordinator of the Asia Women’s Electronic

Network Training program which has to date run

workshops for NGOs in the Philippines, Malaysia and

regional workshops in South

Korea.

Justina has performed with the Malvern Symphony

Orchestra, the Fierce Throat screaming choir and

performs mix sets of soft footing tunes under the

name, DJC.

References
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The use and awareness of space in Noise performance is both

associated with an understanding of the properties of sound

and surfaces, it is also an opportunity to challenge the

conventional venue.  What people do with the available spaces

and place is an investment in cultural identity.  Micro-cultural

practice revitalizes the urban spaces available in the way

Lefebvre’s concept of ‘spaces of representation’ acknowledges

the lived aspect of the built environment.  The cobblestone

carriageway alongside Metro Arts has been the setting for a

noise performance which relied on the reflection of sound

waves off the brick walls and cobblestone ground.  “Space is

lived in and used in ways quite different from those imagined

and desired by the powerful” (Herman 1998 p. 8).  This illustrates

a continual negotiation of and for space.

The audience/performer dualism is challenged on many levels;

often artists sit on the floor and a stage is not defined, or if

one exists, it is not used. Performances which involve mobility

recognize the space as an active participant in the

performance, a mobile audience is actively participating in a

Noise event as they appreciate the various frequencies

bouncing off the walls, every audience member is reminded of

their own ‘perspective’ on the event.  Noise foregrounds

listening in the performance mode which further challenges

the audience/performer dualism. Noise is recapturing the

experiential essence of music.  The deliberate non-

performance of many Noise artists also foregrounds the space

and the processes of participation in the experience.  “An

audience becomes the artwork when the artist provides the

space” (Kettle, 2001)

The Noise scene in Brisbane is buoyant due to a few strong

structural pivots within the Brisbane grassroots music

infrastructure. 4ZzZ has a strong anarchistic tradition strongly

rooted in its inception and whose announcers usually involve

at least five people who play Noise.   The presenter and

organiser of Atmospheric Disturbances, Andy Kettle

philosophized about the program: “… I found that to be really

fascinating, as far as a social document, if these people are

recording things for no other reason except for maybe sharing

them with a few people or to just record themselves as some

sort of diary document, I thought that expression was really

important and really interesting …”

As well as 4ZzZ there are other supporting media/

communication: the Aus_Noise e-mail list was set up to foster

a community of Noise artists in Brisbane, it has around 120

participants, Small Black Box and Mindscapes are opportunities

for artists to perform, Fabrique is an event geared towards

presenting overseas and local artists together and venues such

as the now-defunct The Hub and The Pot Music Bar whose

owners had a commitment to local music.  Many individual

artists through these avenues co-ordinate collaborative

performances, compilation CDs, workshops, radio programs,

and showcase events.  This infrastructure, dependent on frugal

economic means in turn challenges the traditional economic

structure.

Roughly this time last year 28 people collaborated in the

‘Brisbane Noise Orchestra’ at Small Black Box.  This

performance (which was attended by 4 non-performers) went

for over two hours in two parts.

Conclusion

“Attali’s distinction between noise and music not only

foregrounds the social organization of sound as an epistemology

of power, but also gives notice to the intensely

phenomenological, bodily, and intersubjective effectivity of

sound in the constitution of lived experience….The social

organization of sound into formations of music and noise

highlights the dual nature of sound as both ineffably evanescent

and material, imaginary and real, as sounds produce systems



small black box review

Sunday 27th

O c t o b e r :

ZOID, Puzahki,

A G I T 8

ZOID was a pleasant wander through musical

space. Nothing particularly challenging for

the listener, but a good planned-impro set

from some obviously skilled players drawing

on a richly varied palette of sounds. I really

don’t have much to say about the music itself

- I was too busy watching the visuals. The

performance situation was quite interesting,

with the players standing directly behind the

audience, with their video images projected

onto a screen in front of the audience. While

mediating the visuals in this way was a neat

idea, I don’t think it was well enough

exploited. I general I think that the visuals

would have benefitted from a lot more

mixing and processing of sources (provided

that subtlety was preserved). The footage

of other musicians, presumably recorded at

Woodford festival didn’t work for me. I could

see that the aim was to counterpoint the

unusual mediation of the live musicians, but

recognisable images such as Greg Sheehan

playing a balloon

distracted too much

from the point.

Puzahki played a

set of hard

i n d u s t r i a l

drum&bass - not

e s p e c i a l l y

experimental, but certainly done well - he

set a breakneck pace from the beginning

and managed to keep the momentum up

right to the end of the set. The earplugs

remained in place throughout - it was all a

bit loud, especially his screaming into the

mic at the end, during which his levels were

out of control. I thought the music worked

well with the tacky manga video, though

maybe the video could have been re-

arranged a little to break up the narrative.

What really impressed me about Puzahki’s

set is that it was all played live from a single

Boss DrSample unit and a mic, and so

represents a dedicated exploration of one

piece of hardware, which nowadays doesn’t

happen enough.
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When 4ZzZ’s experimental radio program Atmospheric

Disturbances ended in June 2000 there were 350 people who

were receiving a copy of the playlist each week (Interview

with Andy Kettle Oct 2001).  ‘Audio Pollen’ can be heard on

4ZzZ at 11-12 pm on  Wednesday nights, where different artists

program the hour themselves by nominating a date and

submitting work.  This ‘handing to the community’ attitude is

not present in other music micro-cultures.  Lloyd Barrett has

a two hour experimental program on 4ZzZ on Monday nights,

he borrows 6 or 7 CDs from local record store Rocking Horse.

This give listeners a chance to hear what experimental noise

is being made overseas and from other parts of Australia.

DIY culture such as home-based PC labels, non-profit swapping

of CDs and workshops which arise from collaborative networks

are examples of practices which are supportive and non-

competitive.  This is the socio-political context of the creation

and reception of Noise in Brisbane.   Even though aspects of

this cultural practice are not original, they form a support

network which challenges normative economic practice.  This

innovative cultural economy is sustained micro-cultural practice

produces a platform for cultural workers to move into the

mainstream if it is desirable, but this outcome is, for many

Noise artists, not an endpoint.  The practice of performance

to friends and collaborations and day-to-day contact through

e-mail, telephone and catching up at gigs is an appealing

experience in itself.

 Noise artists position themselves outside the mainstream

artistically, through Noise and most Noise artists have strong

opinions on the way society is structured, about the

inequalities associated with capitalism and the participants in

Australian political life (Kettle’s many performances, the

compilation CD Order from Chaos was made to raise money for

East Timor).  I am arguing that to participate in a ‘gift’ economy

is to undermine a basic tenet of capitalism – making a profit.

According to the person behind the experimental label

Syneasthesia, an experimental record shop in Melbourne who

makes a lot of sales online, Brisbane is the most active

experimental music scene in Australia but because the artists

are swapping music there’s no need for a record store (Interview

with Andy Kettle Oct 2001).

The alignment of Noise and art historically is well-documented.

Social commentary, many art practitioners is the motivation

for their work.  Noise has often been a side-project of visual

artists who have a sense of absurdity and theatricality.  During

the 70s and 80s in Brisbane there were many bands with

members from art school.  There is a strong collaborative multi-

media collective in Brisbane (the Mindscapes Collective of which

Kunt originated) which has been responsible for many Noise

performances alongside art exhibitions, slide shows, films shown

and spectacular decorations creates these kinds of events.

There are a strong situationist overtones to the slogans and

artwork.  Many performances crossover into gallery spaces.

Noise performance varies from one event to another and

challenges many preconceived ideas about what a performance

is, but Noise performances are characterized by their

difference from each other and differences between

performers.  The performance is integrated into the

performance production; generally a lot of people will assist

with the evening, setting up; making sure the PA is in the right

place, being ‘door pig’, driving the guest performer, people go

to performances to support their friends.  Performances can

be small gatherings of twenty people (Small Black Box), large

parties which take up a number of floors in a building earmarked

for demolition (Mindscapes), cafes (The Pot, The Hub) or pubs.

When international acts come to Brisbane such as Merzbow in

1997 this was an opportunity for people who had not connected

through their own local streams to meet people interested in

the same sounds (Joe Musgrove interview Oct 2001).



Agit8 seemed a little

lost for much of his

set. He had a set of

pedals that would

happily transform a

signal into a nice rich

rumbly noise, and a

few home-made

instruments to

supply the stimulus

to the effects. The

problem was that his

instruments were

not expressive

enough to maintain

variation for a whole set, so after the fourth

time clicking a contact pick-up over a

spinning fan grille it became a bit tired, and

changing the settings on the pedals before

the next despondent spin of the fan grille

wasn’t going  to help. The set needed

coherence in one form or another - either

a structure with greater variation in sounds,

or a deeper exploration of particular sounds.

Nevertheless, I enjoyed the general

extended-thunder sound enough to stay to

the end.

Michael Norris

small black box reviewfeature article

The article’s intention is to empower the consumer with

producer possibilities, “taking a less passive approach to even

‘basic’ consumer products can have fascinating results” (private

publication).  Home appliances such as vacuum cleaners,

televisions (Kettle, 4 Layers of 9), scavenged sheets of metal,

piping and containers (Michael Norris) and even a cactus (Greg

Jenkins), in a reference to John Cage, become sources of

sound.  This practice of using found objects to make sounds is

not new, it is an alternative cultural logic, but there are also

economic imperatives behind these aesthetic decisions.  This

notion is partly responsible for the noise aesthetic which can

be deliberately rough and industrial (eg Agit8), technologically

simple (a guitar feeding back through an amp) and can have a

meditative momentum (a drone).

Noise pushes structural, conceptual and phenomenological

boundaries by using aural devices which illustrate a political

position which deliberately subverts musical forms and

underpins the aesthetic of Noise.  Some of the devices used

to communicate dissent are: tracks can be very radio-unfriendly

lengths, performances can contain one note for example a

drone which goes for hours (Drone 9 went for 9 hours), volumes

can reach and be sustained at dangerously loud levels reminding

the listener of the visceral and corporeal aspect of listening.

Noise can be seen as a response to the banality of our everyday

encounters with music.  As one practitioner said:  “(Y)ou go

everywhere, on the radio, elevator music and shopping music,

you hear music everywhere and you can take it back to

situations where you only heard music as expressions of

emotion or heard music as expressions of people coming

together and communicating through sound”( Kettle, interview

5 March 2000).

Through performance Noise artists express political and

environmental concerns in an experiential mode – a utopian,

interpretation of  the way life should be.  This is particularly

well illustrated in improvisation which acknowledges, by its

very nature, the ‘creation’ of music never stops with traditional

composition.  In other words every performance is an

improvisation.  As Lee Brown says: “(W)ith improvisational music,

the performance process gnaws into the very essence of the

aesthetic object…”  [Brown 1996 p. 360 in Edidin, 1999 #150]

as it does for all performed music.  The ephemeral nature of

improvisational performance contrasts with the rigid

conventional musician whose performance is a promotional tool

for selling CDs.  “The diversity and innovation in performance

and reception ……is erased when the music is abstracted and

placed onto the capitalist circuit of radio playlist, promotional

tour and record/cassette/CD sales” (Hirschkop  p. 301).

“[T]here are a variety of social practices in which musical

technique is a central though variable element” (Hirschkop

1989 p. 298).  Because a music form like Noise is not accessible

to many people, the origins of this collective of people can be

found to spring largely from the very home-based activities of

burning experimental compositions onto CD and giving them

to friends for feedback, then responding to that feedback,

this process gets refined and then it gets played on community

radio.  The collaborative, sharing aspect which is an essential

part of the group dynamic continues and the group gets bigger

(Alan Nguyen’s interview with Lloyd, Brainlego October 2001).

The Noise network has many avenues: people contribute

reviews of local, national and international artists releases to

the street press, the Aus_Noise Discussion list, radio and art

specific newspapers (RealTime).  This discourse is lively involving

textual analysis, comparisons with other artists and

disagreements.
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All sounds are equal
By Alison Banks

e-mail: an.banks@student.qut.edu.au

Music is prophecy: its styles and economic organization

are ahead of the rest of society because it explores,

much faster than material reality can, the entire range

of possibilities in a given code. It makes audible the

new world that will gradually become visible…. Attali

1985, page 11

Introduction

Micro-cultural groups loosely held together by artistic practices

(in this case sound art or noise) illustrate networking and cultural

practices that operate counter to but within the general

practices of a capitalist economy.  The social and cultural

networks and practices of the Brisbane ‘noise scene’ are based

on a critique of late industrial capitalism that is enacted through

a conscious decision to ‘not conform’ and to create ‘an

alternative’.  This critique is enacted not only through the

music, but also through activities such as collaborations,

organizing performances, announcements and specialist shows

on community radio.  The result is the construction of an

alternative aesthetic and an ‘alternative cultural economy’ that

operates in opposition to, but ultimately within the dominant

local, national and global structures of the music industry.

For the purposes of this article, Noise may be defined as a

musical style which deconstructs the ideological underpinning

of conventional Western musical forms by deconstructing music

itself.  Noise plays with musical and extra-musical sounds and

in so doing, brings to attention the listening process and brings

the focus onto the minutiae of musical form and the building

blocks of music - sound.  It does this by formulating ‘self-

reflection’, by making meaning out of the negation of accepted

meanings.  Noise is created with many methods and techniques,

analogue and digitally generated sounds, invented instruments,

objects used for a purpose other than music making and

traditional instruments, looping, distortion, feedback, layering

and other effects.  The noise subculture in Brisbane, as can

be seen throughout soob is dynamic, technologically adept,

supportive and highly articulate, with links to other national

and international noise subcultures.

Noise artists represent a subcultural group whose practices

such as DIY production at all levels and collaborative networks

subvert conventional musical forms and practices in both

recorded and performance mode, consciously playing with

binary oppositions such as performer and audience.  However,

noise represents a challenge, in the words of one noise artist

interviewed, to ‘promote the unpromotable’, that is to stretch

boundaries in and around normative musical culture to

accommodate noise as a valid and legitimate, rather than

incorporated, form.

Subcultural theory

Subcultural theory from the Birmingham School was largely

based on a discourse of ‘style as resistance’.  This tendency is

supported fundamentally by (in the words of Geoff Stahl) an

‘ocularcentric culture’.  This ‘semiotic guerrilla warfare’

supported by theories from Gramsci (hegemony), Levi-Strauss

(bricolage), Eco (semiotics) and Marx (class, ideology and

commodity fetishism) can be criticized for emphasizing fashion

and style for example; the detournement of objects, such

as the rubbish bag and the safety pin, and led to accusations

of privileging theories of consumption at the expense of

detailing subcultural practices and cultural technology which

involve understandings of subcultural  economies such as ‘the

circulation of ideas, texts, styles and people’ (Stahl 1999 p. 3).
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Experimental and artistic practice in Brisbane in the 90s

continued to be threatened by hostile police and high venue

turnover although a change of government and much needed

political reform has had positive consequences on social policy.

The alternative scene which incorporated community radio

(4ZzZ has always had an experimental influence in some form),

record shops (Rocking Horse Records (has lent many 4ZzZ

announcers CDs), street press ( Time Off has sound artists

who write and review for the paper) and the rotation of certain

venues became a reliable infrastructure for subterranean views

and peripheral music.  This infrastructure was a part of a

‘scene’, “that cultural space in which a range of musical

practices coexist, interacting with each other within a variety

of processes of differentiation, and according to widely varying

trajectories of change and cross-fertilization” (Straw 1999 p.

373).  The ‘cultural space’ created by this infrastructure

through many years of both internal influences and local music

trajectories and external different influences such as global

economic trends created social and artistic movements

synchronous throughout the Western world.  To quote Straw

again: “The sense of purpose articulated within a musical

community normally depends on an affective link between two

terms: contemporary musical practices, on the one hand, and

the musical heritage which is seen to render this contemporary

activity appropriate to a given context, on the other” (Straw

1999 p. 373). Straw continues: “Within a musical scene, that

same sense of purpose is articulated within those forms of

communication through which the building of musical alliances

and the drawing of musical boundaries take place” (Straw 1999

p. 373).

Noise as a subculture shares Brisbane’s musical heritage, it is

technologically adept, using cyber-networks and national links

with other noise subcultures.  Its subcultural mythology draws

from a global ideological pool.  This local scene has its own

identifying characteristics, conventions and identities (Cohen

1999 p. 242).  Straw identifies the process of ‘musical localism’

as an organic relationship between musical sounds and styles

with significance given to the place of production and

consumption (Cohen 1999 p. 242).

Noise artists are now a sub-sector of the Brisbane music which

is “dynamic, vibrant and diverse”. (Flew 2001 p. 6).  The DIY

ethos inherited from punk in the 70s, and the availability of

technology are two necessary aspects of emergent micro-

economies.  Labels, distribution, event promotion and event

curation are just a few parts of the subcultural industry which

binds a community of music producers together.  Many

theorists argue that the subcultural formations of the past no

longer exist as innovative organizations, the modern post-

subcultural climate accommodates variously ‘neo-tribes’

(Bennett), ‘post-traditional forms of community’ (Hitzler and

Pfadenhauer) and ‘substream-network’ (Weinzierl 2001).

Weinzierl argues that there are only ‘strategies or practices’

(Weinzierl 2001).  I argue that established infrastructure and

‘temporarily binding structures’ concomitantly reinforce

community and shared meaning through ‘the circulation of

ideas, texts, styles and people’ and Noise artistic practice in

Brisbane illustrates this.

The choice of what to use as an instrument is a political choice.

Traditional musical instruments, with their connotations of

mastery and excellence are not used by many Noise artists or

they are used very differently from their conventional use.

Noise challenges traditional music forms by showing them to

be part of “historically limited languages’ (Hirschkop 1989 p.

292).  One Noise Artist has written on how to produce noise

from a second hand four-in-one home stereo unit, initiated

because of the prohibitive cost of synthesizers and computers.
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These theories are unable to (again, in the words of Geoff

Stahl) “consider the complex intersection and layering of

institutional, industrial, material, social, spatial and temporal

dimensions and relations that facilitate and circumscribe a given

social formation’s operation”(Stahl 1999 p. 2).  Cultural

innovation is thus reduced to “ideology” and “incorporation”.

For Dick Hebdige (Subculture; The Meaning of Style), the punks

were seen as a political discourse on ‘Britain’s Decline’.

Hebdige’s analysis of punk did not detail the production of

punk music even though it clearly challenged the conventional

music industry.  Punk was antagonistic and oppositional style

which became a pose (Savage 1983 p. 4).  Generally, writing on

subcultural theory has marginalized non-fashion or non-visual

aspects of  subculture so the understanding of music becomes

an exercise in observing genre as a musical accessory to the

subcultural fact instead of understanding music or in this case,

Noise as something valuable in itself, as a conjunction of

discourses, as a combination of ‘economics and aesthetics’

(Attali 1985 p. 5).

The focus on consumption introduces many dualisms inherent

in subcultural theories: production/consumption, public/

private, cultural/subcultural, art/life, work/play, leisure time/

work time music/noise are all problematic binaries.  If these

binaries are broken down as indeed Noise attempts to do,

then “tastes, alongside dispositions, preferences and affinities”

can be seen as a useful aspect of musical text creation.  Jody

Berland sees music as cultural technology (Herman 1998 p. 7)

and suggests we focus on the economic, bodily, libidinal,

emotional and political effects of it.  Ben Watson (1994 p. xvii)

considers that music is ‘concrete philosophy – sensually

embodied thinking about the world’.  The ‘underlying thematic’

of Noise as cultural critique is useful when analyzing aspects

of subcultural interactions such as the Do-It-Yourself ethos of

producing recordings, collaborative frameworks and innovative

community radio involvement.  Attali’s notion of composition is

“an escape from the economic and political structures that

have arisen around music the previous 500 years” (Kohl 1997 p.

6).  Music creation thus becomes “an activity that is an end in

itself, that creates its own code at the same time as the work”

(Attali 1985 p. 135).

Noise

The term ‘noise’ is used conventionally to mean interference

in communication, something disturbing or rebellious.  As

Douglas Kahn says: “We know they are noises in the first place

because they exist where they shouldn’t or they don’t make

sense when they should” (Kahn 1999 p. 21). These negative

connotations suggest structural interference, structural

disturbance and structural rebelliousness.  In a world of perfect

harmony, of order, they should not/would not exist.  Attali

defines music as “the organization of noise” (Attali 1985 p. 4).

Inherent in all music and soundscapes which are situated in

the hybrid edge of conventional music rules and practice, Attali

reminds us that : “Listening to music is listening to all noise,

realising that its appropriation and control is a reflection of

power, that it is essentially political ...” (Attali 1985).   Thus

the structuring of sound into musics and noise is an inherently

political act.

Adorno has been attacked on many fronts, one is his critique

of popular music which, it has been argued, is ‘arrogant,

prejudiced and uninformed’ (Paddison 1982 p. 201).  However,

Adorno’s disdain for the soporific sounds of mainstream music

can  be seen as a similar critique to Noise’s critique of music.

Adorno’s insight is valuable here because he identifies the

importance of ideology through compositional structure.  Noise

art is self-consciously playing with the conventional structures

of music texts, performance, music’s purpose, in its negation.
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Noise supports Adorno’s theory that there is a split between

“on the one hand, music which accepts its character as

commodity, thus becoming identical with the machinations of

the culture industry itself, and, on the other hand, that self-

reflective music which critically opposes its fate as commodity,

and thus ends up alienating itself from present society by

becoming unacceptable to it” (Paddison 1982 p. 204).  One

similarity between Adorno and noise artists is the perceived

value in communicating to just a few, that the non-standard

format does, by definition not appeal to the majority.

Noise as communicative artistic practice relies on the nuances

of meanings and understandings which support sound for its

ideological work.  Csaba Toth has stated that the noise aesthetic

is one which challenges social and cultural institutions and

critiques cultural engagement through media and meaning.  It

attempts “to reveal more about how “desires, dreams,

identities, and social relations are shaped” (Toth 2000 p. 202).

This dialogistic aspect of noise which is essentially a utopian

discourse through ‘radical negation’ of “ ‘music’ and not only

music” (Toth 2000 p. 203) gives it its context similar to avant-

garde artistic practice.  “The dialectic of form and content in

the aesthetic experience should lead onto the dialectic of

art and everyday life, of individual creation and collective

experience” (Nehring 1993 p. 68).  Through the utilization of

sound as a tool, many Noise artists have sought to break down

dualisms.

Noise in Brisbane

Csaba Toth identifies that Noise has become a ‘transnational

global cultural form capable of moving diverse constituencies’

(Toth 2000 p. 204) and he identifies the countries with expansive

noise cultures – US, Britain, Germany and Japan.  For Toth,

any history of latter-day Noise must start with Einsturzende

Neubauten from West Berlin.  However, the international history

of Noise – especially as it applies to the local Brisbane scene –

can also be characterized as having three primary antecedents

in theory, all who overlap in intent; industrial/political hard-

core (Throbbing Gristle, Cabaret Voltaire, Industrial Records,

Einsturzende Neubauten), the avant-garde composer tradition

(John Cage, Steve Reich, Stockhausen) and free improv jazz

(John Zorn, Ornette Coleman, Cecil Taylor, Albert Ayler).

There is no doubt that Noise is a global phenomenon.  Csaba

Toth links noise culture with the rise of globalization and the

‘deindustrialization’ of the West in the 1980s.  The context for

the political and social commentary of Einsturzende Neubauten

was such that the group linked performances to significant

events such as the social action of May Day demonstrations in

Berlin in 1987.  The strained political climate and ‘industrial

ruin’ at the time was caused in part to the changes in the

workforce brought by rationalist economics and

computerization.  Brisbane in the 70s and 80s was a city

dominated by a political system where corruption and violence

were tolerated and encouraged.  During the 1970s there was

a law against street protests and political protests which

inhibited personal freedom in a way which divided the

electorate.  The police force which was a visible presence in

the city resorted to force, intimidatory tactics and verbaling

to control the supposed deviants of the city.  Corruption was

hardly concealed with Fortitude Valley being the centre of

illegal casinos and brothels controlled by criminals and linked

to corrupt police, public officials and Government Ministers

(Flew 2001 p. 15).  This left the underrepresented, legally

oppressed urban dwellers of Brisbane (particularly youth) to

create an underculture of political satire expressed through

the raw sound of community radio 4ZzZ and aggressive hate

which manifested itself in musical terms as guitar punk and

noise.  To be an artist in Brisbane in the 70s and 80s was to be

a rebel (Stafford 2002).
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